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INTRODUCTION
The Nottingham group, J, may be described as the group of normalized
ww xxautomorphisms of the ring F t , namely, those automorphisms actingp
 .  .2trivially on t r t . It is a finitely generated pro-p group. Originally
w x defined by Jennings 2 as a group of formal power series under substitu-
. w x w xtion , it was really Johnson 3 and York 10 who brought J to the
attention of group theorists. In this paper we prove the following result.
THEOREM. E¨ery countably based pro-p group can be embedded, as a
closed subgroup, in the Nottingham group.
A simple corollary of this result is a positive answer to the conjecture,
w xposed by Shalev 5 , as to whether a free abstract group of rank 2 can be
embedded in J.
The first result in this direction is the theorem of Leedham-Green and
Weiss, which says that every finite p-group can be embedded in J. The
proof of this theorem depends on two papers of Witt dating from the 1930s
w x8, 9 . To set the stage, we first briefly summarise these papers and then
prove the result of Leedham-Green and Weiss, which is still unpublished.
Next, we analyse where these finite subgroups of J lie. More precisely,
we analyse where the elements of these subgroups lie in J with respect to
a natural filtration of J, which is closely related to its lower central series.
Once this has been established it is possible to ``link up'' these finite
subgroups in a suitable way and hence prove that every finitely generated
pro-p group can be embedded, as a closed subgroup, in J. We can then
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w xapply a theorem of Lubotzky and Wilson 4 , and conclude that every
countably based pro-p group can be embedded in J.
PRELIMINARIES
 ..Let A denote the automorphism group of the field F t . Then A isp
 ..equal to the group of continuous automorphisms of F t . This followsp
 ..  ` i.from the fact that the valuation of F t , defined by ¨  a t s k,p isk i
 ..where a / 0, is the only normalized valuation of F t with respect tok p
 ..which F t is complete. An element g of A is therefore defined by itsp
action on t and is of the following form:
`
itg s a t , a g F , a / 0. i i p 1
is1
We can now define the Nottingham group.
DEFINITION 1. The Nottingham group, J, is defined as the subgroup of
  ...A s Aut F t consisting of automorphisms of the formp
`
it ¬ t q a t , a g F . i i p
is2
When we want to be precise about which field J is acting on, we shall
 .write J t for J. The following lemma is clear.
LEMMA 1. J is a normal subgroup of index p y 1 in A.
 .Next we define a chain of subsets J n G 1 of J byn
J [ g g J : tg ' t mod t nq1 . 4n
< < ny1It is clear that J 1 J and JrJ s p . It can then be proved thatn n
 .J ( lim JrJ . So J is a pro-p group, in fact, a finitely generated pro-p¤ n
w xgroup 3 .
The next definition, although simple, will be very useful throughout this
paper.
DEFINITION 2. If 1 / g g J there exists an integer n G 1 such that
 .g g J _ J . Define this n to be the depth of g, D g . Further, define then nq1
 ..depth of the identity to be `. When J is acting on the field F t , and wep
 .want to indicate this in the depth function, we write D g .t
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THE WITT ALGORITHM
In this section we summarise some of Witt's results, on which the rest of
w xthis paper will be based. Witt 8 constructs abelian field extensions of
exponent p, of a given field k of characteristic p / 0, as follows.
Let k be a field of characteristic p, and let kq denote the additive
group of the field k and k the algebraic closure of k. Define the map ` of
k as follows:
`: k ª k ,
x ¬ x p y x .
 p 4 qLet ` k s x y x: x g k . Then ` k is a subgroup of k . Choose a
q q < <subgroup of k , V, such that ` k F V F k and Vr` k is finite. Let
y1 .  4` V s u g k: `u g V . Witt proved the following theorem.
 w x. q < <THEOREM 1 Witt 8, p. 47 . Let ` k F V F k , where Vr` k is finite.
  y1 . .Then Gal k ` V rk ( Vr` k. Further, for e¨ery abelian extension field K
 y1 .of k of exponent p there exists a group V such that K s k ` V .
After realising elementary abelian p-groups as Galois extensions, Witt
considered the general finite p-group case, using an induction procedure
w xbased on the elementary abelian case 9 .
 .Assume H is a finite p-group with a nontrivial Frattini subgroup, F H .
 .  .Let L be a cyclic subgroup of H of order p satisfying L F Z H l F H ,
 .where Z H denotes the centre of H. Also, suppose we already have
 .M ( Gal Krk for some extension field K of k, where HrL ( M. Then,
Ã Ã .to find Galois extension fields K of k such that Gal Krk ( H, proceed
as follows.
 .a Fix a transversal of L in H such that if the elements of M are
 4  4denoted by s , t , . . . then the transversal is denoted by u , u , . . . . Next,s t
define l , . . . g L such that u u s l u .s , t s t s , t st
 .b Choose an explicit isomorphism
Q : M ª Gal Krk , .
s ¬ s,
t ¬ t .
 .c Choose a nonzero additive character x of L.
 .   .4d Choose a set d : s g Gal Krk : K such thats
x l s d q sd y d , ; s, t g Gal Krk . .  .s , t s t st
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 .e Choose g g K such that
`d s s y 1 g , ; s g Gal Krk . .  .s
 .f Solve the equation ` x s g and adjoin the root u g K to K to
Ã  .obtain K s K u .
Ã .Then H ( Gal Krk and a crossed product representation of the ele-
Ã .  .ments of Gal Krk is given as follows. Suppose l g L and s g Gal Krk .
Ã .Then define l, ¨ g Gal Krk in the following way:s
l u s u q x l , l a s a , ; a g K , .  .  .
and
¨ u s u q d , ¨ a s s a , ; a g K . .  .  .s s s
Note that u q d satisfies the equation ` x s sg .s
 .So, Witt proves the following result, where d H denotes the number of
generators of H and
w x Nk : ` k s p
w xdefines N. If k: ` k is unbounded we let N s `.
 w x.THEOREM 2 Witt 9, p. 240 . Let H be a finite p-group and k a field of
Ãcharacteristic p. Then there is a Galois extension field K : k such that
Ã .  .Gal Krk ( H if and only if d H F N.
Now, a few remarks about this algorithm which will be useful later.
Ã .  .  .i Identify H with Gal Krk and M with Gal Krk ; then the
canonical homomorphism
p : H ª HrL ( M
<sends ¨ l ¬ s. This is simply the map ¨ l ¬ ¨ l .Ks s s
 .ii Witt actually takes L to be the maximal subgroup of H such
 .  .that L F F H l Z H . He does this so that he can later calculate the
number of possible field extensions. However, his proof also covers the
case when L is not maximal. Therefore, it is possible to construct the
required field extension in smaller steps, that is, at each stage to take L
 .  . < <such that L F F H l Z H and L s p, as we have described.
 .  ..iii Later, we will be considering the case where k s F t . In thisp
case, Witt's extensions are totally ramified, assuming that the initial
elementary abelian extension is. Although Witt does not prove this di-
rectly, his proof that g is linearly independent with respect to ` K also
proves this fact.
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 ..To apply Theorem 2 to the Nottingham group, we let k s F t . Wep
need the following lemma, which views the elementary abelian additive
 ..   ...group F t r` F t as a vector space over F .p p p
 ..   ...LEMMA 2. A basis for F t r` F t is gi¨ en by the image ofp p
 4 yi q1 j t : i g Z and i k 0 mod p . 4 .
We are now ready to prove the following theorem.
 .THEOREM 3 Leedham-Green and Weiss . The Nottingham group, J,
contains a copy of e¨ery finite p-group.
Proof. Let H be a finite p-group. Then, by Theorem 2 and Lemma 2,
 ..   ...there exists an extension field K of F t such that H ( Gal KrF t .p p
 ..  .. wNow, K is a finite, totally ramified extension of F t so K ( F t 7,p p
x   ...Theorem 8 . Thus, we have that H F Aut F t . By Lemma 1, J hasp
  ... nindex p y 1 in Aut F t , and since p y 1 is prime to p and H s p , forp
some n, we must have that H F J, as required.
The next result is a direct consequence of this theorem, since the
wderived length of soluble linear groups in a given dimension is bounded 6,
x3.7 .
COROLLARY 1. J is not linear o¨er any field.
SOME INTRODUCTORY LEMMAS
We will now prove a few lemmas which will be useful when applying
Witt's work to the Nottingham group. The following lemma is just a
different way of viewing Lemma 2.
 ..   ...  ..LEMMA 3. Let g g F t _ ` F t . Then there exists g , m g F tÃp p p
such that
g s g q `m ,Ã
 .  .  .where ¨ g F 0, and if ¨ g - 0 then ¨ g k 0 mod p.Ã Ã Ã
Note. If the addition of a ``root'' of g , that is, an element u such that
 ..`u s g , gives a totally ramified extension of F t , then in the precedingp
 .result we have the stronger conclusion that ¨ g - 0. This will be the caseÃ
when we apply this lemma later.
The rest of the lemmas in this section will be proved under the following
hypothesis.
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Ã ..HYPOTHESIS. Suppose F T is a separable finite field extension ofp
Ã .. w  ..  ..xF T of degree p, that is, F T : F T s p. Let ¨ be the usualp p p T
 ..  .¨aluation of F T where ¨ T s 1. Then ¨ can be uniquely extended top T T
Ã Ã ..  .gi¨ e a ¨aluation of F T with ¨ T s 1rp. We then ha¨e an expressionp T
for T of the following form:
`
iÃT s a T , i
isp
where a g F and a / 0. Also, suppose a is the first nonzero coefficient ini p p u
` Ãi a T such that u k 0 mod p. Such an a exists, since if not T is a pthisp i u
Ã ..power in F T and so the extension is inseparable, a contradiction.p
LEMMA 4. Under the conditions of the hypothesis, if
Ã Ãg g Gal F T rF T l J T . .  . . . /p p
and g is gi¨ en by
`
jÃ Ã ÃTg s T q a T , a g F , a / 0, j j p kq1
jskq1
 .then u s k p y 1 q p.
Proof. Compare the following expressions for Tg :
`
iÃa T s T i
isp
s Tg
i` `
jÃ Ãs a T q a T . i j /
isp jskq1
` ÃiDelete the initial  a T term from both sides of the equation. Theisp i
remaining terms on the right-hand side of the equation must cancel. For
this to happen the following must hold:
Ãpkq1. Ãuy1 Ãkq1a a T q ua a T T s 0.p kq1 u kq1
 .  .Thus, in particular, p k q 1 s u q k, that is, u s k p y 1 q p.
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Ã .LEMMA 5. Gi¨ en the conditions of the hypothesis, suppose g g J T and
`
lÃ Ã ÃTg s T q a T , a g F , a / 0, l l p nq1
lsnq1
and
`
jTg s T q b T , b g F , b / 0. j j p kq1
jskq1
 .Also, suppose u s r p y 1 q p where r ) k. Then n s k.
Proof. Consider the following expressions for Tg :
j` ` ` `
i i jÃ Ãa T q b a T s T q b T   i j i j /
isp jskq1 isp jskq1
s Tg
`
iÃs a T g i /
isp
i` `
lÃ Ãs a T q a T . i l /
isp lsnq1
` ÃiDelete the initial  a T term from both sides of the equation andisp i
compare the resulting first terms.
kq1 Ãkq1. pIn the first expression the first term is given by b a T .kq1 p
Ãnq1. pIn the last expression the first term is either a a T ,p nq1
Ãuy1 Ãnq1a T ua T or these two terms cancel.u nq1
 .However, we know that u s r p y 1 q p and r ) k. Suppose, for a
 .  .contradiction, that n G r. Then, clearly, n p y 1 G r p y 1 and
np q p G rp y r q p q n s u q n
G r q 1 p .
) k q 1 p. .
 .  .Therefore, n q 1 p G u q n ) k q 1 p, a contradiction.
 .So, we must have n - r. Hence n q 1 p - u q n and consequently for
 .  .the first terms to compare n q 1 p s k q 1 p, that is, n s k as re-
quired.
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FINITE SUBGROUPS OF J
 .We now analyse ``where,'' in terms of depth see Definition 2 , the finite
subgroups of J lie. The first result in this direction is due to Weiss and
considers cyclic subgroups of order p. To embed such a group in J, we
 ..   ...construct field extensions K of our field F t , such that Gal KrF t isp p
 ..   ...cyclic of order p. To do this, we choose an element g g F t _ ` F tp p
 .. .  ..and set K s F t u where u g F t , the algebraic closure of F t , . .p p p
and u p y u s g . If we insist our extension is totally ramified, we choose g
 .  .such that ¨ g - 0. By Lemma 3, we can then assume that ¨ g s yn,
 ..where n is a positive integer not divisible by p, and in this case K s F Tp
 :   ..  ...for some indeterminate T. Let g s Gal F T rF t . Then, as thep p
 .order of g is p, it follows that g g J T . Weiss proved the following result.
 .  .LEMMA 6 Weiss . D g s n.T
p  .  .Proof. As u y u s g and ¨ g s yn, ¨ u s ynrp in the extended
valuation. Since p and n are coprime, there exist integers c and d such
d c  .that cp y dn s 1. Without loss of generality, set T s u t . Then ¨ T s
 ..1rp and K s F T . We can assume u g s u q 1, so thenp
Tg s u dt cg
d cs u q 1 t .
s T q dTru q ??? qTru d .
 x.  .  .Now ¨ Tru s ¨ T y x¨ u s 1rp q xnrp, which is minimal when x s
  ..  .  .  .1. So, as d k 0 mod p, ¨ T g y 1 s n q 1 rp and g g J T _ J T ,n nq1
as required.
Note that in the preceding proof the choice of T does not affect the
 ..result, since all automorphisms of F T are continuous and hencep
respect the depth function.
We now want to analyse ``where'' an arbitrary finite subgroup of J lies,
or more exactly, where it is possible for such a subgroup to lie. To embed
an arbitrary finite p-group, H, in J using Witt's algorithm, we proceed
inductively, first embedding factor groups of H in J. We prove that once a
nontrivial homomorphic image of an element of H has been defined in J
then, given suitable choices of further field extensions, its depth has been
fixed.
Recall that to embed an arbitrary finite p-group H in J, we construct
Ã Ã Ã ..   ...field extensions K of F t such that Gal KrF t ( H. To find K, wep p
 ..assume that we already have an extension field K of F t such thatp
  ...  .  . < <Gal KrF t ( M, where HrL ( M, L F Z H l F H , and L s p.p
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Now Witt's algorithm tells us to find a solution g and ``root'' u ,
Ã  .  ..satisfying `u s g . Then we set K s K u . By induction, K s F T forp
Ã Ã ..some indeterminate T , and our extension is totally ramified, so K s F Tp
Ã Ã  ..  ...for some indeterminate T. If g g Gal F T rF t , then the order of gp p
Ã .is a power of p and so g g J T . Let p be the natural homomorphism
H ª M. This defines a map
Ãp : Gal F T rF t ª Gal F T rF t , .  .  . .  .  .  . .  . /p p p p
which is just
p <g ¬ g s g .F T ..p
We have the following theorem.
Ã p  ..  ...THEOREM 4. Let g g Gal F T rF t with g / 1. Then there existsp p
Ã Ã p ..  .  .a g and hence K s F T such that D g s D g .Ãp T T
Ã .  .Proof. Suppose that ¨ T s 1rp and ¨ T s 1. As in Lemma 3,T T
 ..rewrite g as an element of F T in the formp
g s g q ` m , .Ã
 ..  .where g , m g F T and ¨ g s yn, where n ) 0 and n k 0 mod p.Ã Ãp T
  ..  ...  .  .Suppose 1 / g g Gal F T rF t . We require ¨ g - yD g .Ãp p T T
To achieve this aim, we modify g by adding a b of sufficiently low
 ..   ...  ..   ...valuation which lies in the image of F t r` F t ª F T r` F Tp p p p
 ..  ..induced by the inclusion of F t in F T . Such a modified g is still ap p
 .solution, that is, satisfies e . We need to show that such a b can be
 ..   ...chosen. In view of the basis of F T r` F T given in Lemma 2, itp p
  ..   ...  ..   ....suffices to show that im F t r` F t ª F T r` F T has infi-p p p p
  ..   ...nite F -dimension. This will follow from ker F t r` F t ªp p p
 ..   ....F T r` F T being finite dimensional. An analysis of the cohomol-p p
 ..ogy of the map ` on the separable closure of F t shows thatp
F t l ` F T .  . .  . .p p 1( H M , F . .p` F t . . .p
Consequently, we can choose a b with the required properties. So, without
loss of generality, we may assume that g has the required properties, andÃ
 ..as we can replace g with g y ` a for a g F T we may assume that gp
has these properties.
Ã Ã .  .. .  ..Recall that ` u s g . We can construct T so that F T u s F Tp p
 .  :and we can prove that D l s n where L s l , as in the proof ofÃT
Lemma 6. So
`
kÃ Ã ÃTl s T q a T k
ksnq1
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Ãw  ..  ..xfor some a g F and a / 0. Also, Tl s T. As F T : F T s p,k p nq1 p p
Ãwe have an expression for T in terms of T of the following form:
`
kÃT s a T , a / 0. k p
ksp
` ÃkLet a be the first nonzero coefficient in  a T such that u k 0 modu ksp k
p. Then, since the conditions of the hypothesis are satisfied, by Lemma 4,
 .u s n p y 1 q p.
Ã  ..  ... <Now consider g g Gal F T rF t , such that g / 1. SupposeF T ..p p p
`
iTg s T q b T , b g F , b / 0, i i p mq1
ismq1
and
`
iÃ Ã ÃTg s T q g T , g g F , g / 0. i i p qq1
isqq1
 .As the conditions of the hypothesis are satisfied and u s n p y 1 q p
with n ) m, apply Lemma 5 to prove that q s m, as required.
INFINITE SUBGROUPS OF J
We can now prove the main result of this paper.
THEOREM 5. E¨ery finitely generated pro-p group can be embedded, as a
closed subgroup, in J.
Proof. Let P be a finitely generated pro-p group. Then P ( lim P ,¤ i
 4where P is a tower of finite p-groups. By the Witt algorithm, we cani
 .  ..successively embed the groups P into J T where F T is a properi i p i
 ..subfield of F T . We do this in the way described in the previousp iq1
section, so that Theorem 4 will be applicable.
1.  r . :P is topologically finitely generated, so P ( s , . . . , s for some
1.  r .  j.   j.4elements s , . . . , s of P. We can write s s s g lim P wherei ¤ i
 j.  j.  j. .  .s g P . Using the embedding P ¨ J T , we can map s ¬ s g J T .i i i i i i i
Now, define the maps u :i
u : J T ª J T , .  .i i
 .  ..where J T is the Nottingham group defined over F T for somep
 .indeterminate T. If g g J T is defined byi
`
jT g s T q a T , a g F ,i i j i j p
js2
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then
`
jT gu s T q a T . . i j
js2
Clearly, the u are isomorphisms and are depth invariable, that is,i
D g s D gu . .  .T T ii
 j.  j. 4So, now each generator, s , of P defines a sequence, s u , of elementsi i
 .in J T .
 .Let J denote J T . Now consider the sequence
1.  r .s u , . . . , s u g J = ??? = J . . 5i i i i
Since J is compact and countably based, so is J = ??? = J and conse-$ $
1.  r . .4quently this sequence has a convergent subsequence, s , . . . , s say,i i$ $
1.  r . 1.  r . .  .4and the limit x , . . . , x s lim s , . . . , s lies in J = ??? = J.i i
Now define a word w to be an element of the free pro-p group on r
 1.  r ..generators. Let h g P. Then h s w s , . . . , s for some word w; note w
need not be of finite length. Next, define a map from P to J in the
following way:
Q : P ª J ,
h s w s1. , . . . , s r . ¬ w x 1. , . . . , x  r . . .  .
First we need to check that Q is well defined.
For the map to be well defined, it is sufficient to prove the following:
w s1. , . . . , s r . s 1 « w x 1. , . . . , x  r . s 1. .  .
We fix the word w being considered and think of it as a map
w : J = ??? = J ª J .^ ` _
r
Then w is a continuous map. If w is finite, continuity follows directly from
the fact that J is a topological group. If w is infinite, continuity follows
from the fact that J ( lim JrJ and each map w s wp , where p :¤ n n n n
 1.  r ..J ª JrJ , is continuous. So, as w s , . . . , s s 1 we have thatn $ $
1.  r . 1.  r . .  .w s , . . . , s s 1 for all i and therefore w s , . . . , s s 1 for all i.i i i i
Thus
$ $
1.  r . 1.  r .w x , . . . , x s w lim s , . . . , s .  5 /i i /
$ $
1.  r .s lim w s , . . . , s 5 /i i
s lim 1
s 1,
as required.
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So, Q is well defined. The map Q is clearly a homomorphism and as a
homomorphism from a finitely generated pro-p group to a profinite group
w  .xit is continuous 1, Corollary 1.21 i . So, now we just have to check
injectivity.
For injectivity we need
w s1. , . . . , s r . / 1 « w x 1. , . . . , x  r . / 1. .  .
$ $
1.  r . 1.  r . 1.  r . .   .4  .As before, w x , . . . , x s lim w s , . . . , s . Now, as w s , . . . , si i
 1.  r ../ 1 we have that w s , . . . , s / 1 for sufficiently large i, and thereforei i$ $ $ $
1.  r . 1.  r . .  .w s , . . . , s / 1 for sufficiently large i. So, w s , . . . , s has a depth,i i i i
call it k . By applying Theorem 4 to P and noting that the u are depthi i
invariable, we see that all the k must be equal, to k say. Thusi
$ $
1.  r . 1.  r .D w x , . . . , x s D lim w s , . . . , s s k , . .  5 /i i /
 1.  r ..that is, w x , . . . , x / 1, as required.
So, u defines an embedding of P into J. Also, since P is compact and J
is Hausdorff, P is embedded as a closed subgroup of J.
A simple corollary of this result is a positive answer to the conjecture,
w xposed by Shalev 5, Problem 12 , as to whether a free abstract group of
rank 2 can be embedded in J. This answer was expected, although, until
now, it had not been proved. However, the fact that a free pro-p group of
rank 2 can be embedded in J is very surprising. A positive answer is also
given to Shalev's question as to whether the Nottingham group has a
closed subgroup isomorphic to C X Z where Z denotes the p-adicp p p
w xintegers and C denotes the cyclic group of order p 5, Problem 11 .p
w xThe following result, due to Lubotzky and Wilson 4 , is of a similar
nature to Theorem 5.
 w x.THEOREM 6 Lubotzky and Wilson 4 . There exists a 2-generator pro-p
group in which all countably based pro-p groups can be embedded.
Theorems 5 and 6 together give the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2. E¨ery countably based pro-p group can be embedded, as a
closed subgroup, in J.
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